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In order to improve the accuracy and efficiency of deep in-situ stress

measurement, based on the wall collapse in deep borehole, a deep

borehole in-situ stress measurement method based on multi-array

ultrasonic scanning technology is proposed in this paper. The solution idea

of using the combination of multiple elements for borehole contour scanning is

put forward, and a multi-array ultrasonic scanning technology suitable for fine

horizontal section scanning of deep geological borehole contour is formed.

Through the analysis of the calculation principle of hole wall cavingmethod and

the derivation of multi-array element ultrasonic scanning solution algorithm, a

multi-array ultrasonic scanning device is developed by using the effective fusion

of multi-array ultrasonic full waveform scanning signals and the reconstruction

of horizontal section contour. The measurement method of in-situ stress in

deep borehole combined with hole wall caving method is studied. Finally, the

feasibility and accuracy of this method are verified by physical experiments. The

results show that: the effective fusion of multi-array ultrasonic full waveform

scanning signals and horizontal section contour reconstruction can break

through the limitations of conventional in borehole probe placement and in

borehole medium sound velocity calibration, and improve the fine

reconstruction and accurate measurement of 360° wall shape. The multi-

array ultrasonic scanning technology can obtain the borehole shape data at

any borehole depth, and then obtain the three-dimensional shape

measurement of borehole wall, which can provide a new technical means

for the three-dimensional detection of borehole wall and in-situ stress

measurement.
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Introduction

With the increasing scale and depth of rock engineering, the

problems of rock mechanics are diversified and complex, which

puts forward higher requirements for the discipline of rock

mechanics. It is necessary to further carry out basic theoretical

research, improve and develop theoretical methods and test

means, so as to better solve the problems of rock engineering.

In situ stress is the natural stress that exists in the Earth’s crust

and is not disturbed by engineering. It is also known as the initial

stress, absolute stress or original rock stress of rock mass. In a

broad sense, it also refers to the stress in the Earth’s body. It

includes stresses caused by geothermal, gravity, changes in the

Earth’s rotation speed and other factors. Initial in-situ stress,

absolute stress or original rock stress are important factors

affecting the stability of rock mass surrounding rock. They are

not only the main controlling factors affecting the mechanical

behavior of rock mass, but also one of the main force sources

causing rock mass deformation and failure. The reasons for the

formation of in-situ stress are complex and diverse. It is generally

believed that it is the result of the self weight of rock mass and the

development of previous tectonic movements of the Earth plate.

At the same time, it is also affected by the environment in which

it occurs, such as lithology, topography, faults and fractures. In

situ stress is an important basic data for the stability design of

mining, power station, tunnel and other projects, and it is also

one of the most important factors to consider in the excavation

design and stability analysis of underground space. Therefore, in

situ stress parameters have become very important in the

excavation of deep underground projects (Bai et al., 2018; Ji

2009; Sun et al., 2020; Wang and Wang 2017).

With the deepening of seismic exploration and mining

engineering research, the Ministry of oil and gas exploration

and scientific research will continue to point to more and more

important targets. At present, deep in-situ stress measurement

mainly adopts hydraulic fracturing, hole wall caving method and

differential strain method based on core measurement. Various

methods have advantages and disadvantages (Han et al., 2018).

Among them, borehole wall caving method is to analyze the

magnitude and direction of in-situ stress according to the caving

characteristics of borehole wall rock. Borehole caving analysis, as

a part of comprehensive stress estimation, has become a routine

work of continental deep drilling plan (Amadei and Stephansson,

1986; Zoback et al., 1985). In 1964, R. Leeman found the

phenomenon of hole wall breakage in the drilling of gold

mine at a depth of 2000 m in South Africa, and had the trend

of collapse in the dominant direction. He pointed out that this

collapse was the result of compressive stress, which opened the

precedent of in-situ stress measurement by hole wall caving

method (Leeman, 1964). D. I. Gough and J. S. bell studied the

mechanical mechanism of hole wall collapse, pointed out that

this is the result of rock shear fracture caused by stress

concentration around the hole wall, and elaborated the

principle of in-situ stress measurement of hole wall collapse

method (Gough and Bell 1982). Therefore, the key of hole wall

caving method is how to correctly observe the parameters of hole

wall caving, such as orientation, shape, width and depth, and then

infer the magnitude and direction of horizontal principal stress.

Ultrasonic borehole television is one of the commonly used

hole wall caving measurement methods. It uses the principle of

ultrasonic scanning imaging to reconstruct the hole wall image.

By analyzing the image, it can roughly judge the shape,

orientation, width and other parameters of the caving

position. Through these parameters, the direction of

horizontal principal stress can be calculated, but this method

still belongs to hole wall plane imaging, and there is a certain

error in judging the hole wall caving phenomenon, Moreover, the

depth of hole wall collapse cannot be measured (Deng et al., 2011;

Schuette et al., 2010; Uhlmann and Sammler 2010). At the same

time, the probe in the hole usually swings, resulting in the probe

not centered, which affects the ultrasonic imaging effect. In view

of the above problems, this paper proposes a multi-array element

ultrasonic scanning technology, which makes full use of the

scanning data of the borehole wall obtained by multiple

ultrasonic transducer arrays, weakens the signal interference

caused by the non centering of the probe, provides the

imaging quality of the horizontal section contour of the

borehole wall, and realizes the high-precision measurement of

the borehole contour. Multi-array ultrasonic scanning

technology can not only measure the orientation and width of

hole wall collapse, but also measure the depth and borehole shape

of hole wall collapse. The measurement results can be used for in-

situ stress calculation of hole wall collapse method. Theoretically,

the rock mass stress measurement method proposed in this paper

will not be limited by the measurement depth. It will provide a

new method and way for in-situ stress measurement, especially

deep in-situ stress measurement, and can fully meet the needs of

in-situ stress measurement of deep rock mass in Continental

Scientific Drilling Program.

Multi-array ultrasonic scanning
technology

Multi-array ultrasonic scanning system

According to the hardware structure of multi-array element

ultrasonic scanning system, it mainly includes probe,

transmission cable, depth encoder, cable winch, orifice

support, integrated control box, communication cable,

computer, etc. The probe is used to acquire the contour

information of the hole wall in the borehole, and the

transmission cable is used to realize the data communication

between the ground and underground in real time. The probe is

vertically suspended in the borehole through the transmission

cable, and the depth encoder is placed at the borehole orifice and
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fixed on the orifice support. The encoder is used to record the

detection depth in real time. The transmission cable passes

through the depth encoder and is connected with the cable

winch to realize the lifting or lowering of the optical fiber

cable through the cable winch. The transmission cable is

connected to the integrated control box to complete the

coding and interpretation of the signal. The signal is

transmitted through the communication cable and enters the

computer to realize the real-time processing, display and storage

of data. The structural diagram of the scanning system is shown

in Figure 1A. The probe is the core component of the whole

system. The probe is mainly composed of data transmission

converter, core control unit, rotating power unit, multi-array

transducer and electronic compass. The structural composition

diagram of the probe is shown in Figure 1B.

Multi-array ultrasonic scanning technology realizes the high-

precision measurement of borehole contour by making full use of

the borehole wall scanning data obtained by multiple ultrasonic

transducers. The basic working principle of this technology: Firstly,

the multi-array element ultrasonic probe is lowered to a certain

height in the borehole. Driven by the transmitting device, the multi-

array element ultrasonic probe transmits ultrasonic waves to the

rock wall of the borehole along the direction of various probes, and

the multi-channel ultrasonic signals propagate in the fluid medium

in the borehole. When the ultrasonic signal is transmitted to the

borehole wall, acoustic reflection will occur at the borehole wall due

to the obvious difference in the acoustic impedance of the medium

inside and outside the rock wall. The receiving device of the multi-

array ultrasonic probe obtains the ultrasonic reflection signal

received in the corresponding direction. Then, the acoustic

electric signal conversion device inside the probe converts the

received acoustic signal into an electrical signal and uploads it to

the ground data processing and storage device. The data processing

and storage device forms the acoustic image corresponding to the

borehole wall according to the characteristics of the ultrasonic wave.

The rotating device drives the multi-array ultrasonic probe to rotate

a certain angle in a step-by-step way to realize the horizontal

circumferential rotation. Through 360° step, the full section

contour scanning of the borehole at the same height can be

realized. At the same time, with the cooperation of the up and

down movement of the cable, the full hole acoustic scanning of the

drilling hole can be carried out. Finally, the ultrasonic scanning data

on different borehole walls can be synthesized and processed by

different azimuth transducers, and finally the ultrasonic related data

on the whole borehole wall can be processed. Based on the 3D

borehole scanning data, a series of parameters of hole wall contour

features can be extracted. The schematic diagram of multi-array

element ultrasonic vertical section scanning is shown in Figure 2A,

and the schematic diagram of multi-array element ultrasonic

horizontal section scanning is shown in Figure 2B.

Scanning model of borehole horizontal
profile

The up and down movement of the multi-array ultrasonic

scanning probe in the borehole is a free fall movement, and the

borehole has the possibility of vertical inclination. The position of

the probe in the borehole is usually in the position of the non

borehole central axis. Therefore, it is necessary to establish a

horizontal section scanning model according to the scanning

data of the multi-array acoustic probe to determine the position

FIGURE 1
System structure.
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relationship between the probe central position and the borehole. As

shown in Figure 3, it is assumed that the borehole is an ideal

standard circle before being affected by in-situ stress. Taking the

central position of the multi-array ultrasonic scanning probe as the

coordinate axis dot o, a plane coordinate system is established. The

geographical east direction is taken as the positive direction of the

x-axis and the geographical North direction is taken as the positive

direction of the y-axis. The ideal drilling diameter of the cast-in-

place pile is D, and the distance from the center of the transmitting

surface of the probe to the central point of the circular ring is r. In the

rectangular coordinate system, the central point of the borehole is o ’,

and its coordinates are expressed in (x’, y’), the point closest to the

vertical distance of the probe from the borehole is D1 (x1, y1), the

corresponding ultrasonic array element on the probe is U1, and the

distance betweenU1 andD1 is e1. The point with the farthest vertical

distance from the probe to the borehole is D2 (x2, y2), the

corresponding ultrasonic array element on the probe is U2, and

the distance between U2 and D2 is e2. The point with moderate

vertical distance from the probe to the borehole is D3 (x3, y3), the

corresponding ultrasonic array element on the probe is U3, and the

distance between U3 and D3 is e3.

The corresponding relationship between the multi-array

ultrasonic scanning probe and the borehole is as follows:

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
e1 �

������
x2
1 + y2

1

√
− r

e2 �
������
x2
2 + y2

2

√
− r

e3 �
������
x2
3 + y2

3

√
− r

(1)

Since the multi-array ultrasonic scanning probe can

effectively calculate the values of e1, e2 and e3 , according to

the Pythagorean theorem of triangle, the relationship 1) can be

deformed and solved:

{xi � (ei + r)p cos(αi − π/2)
yi � (ei + r)p sin(αi − π/2) (2)

Where, i = 1, 2, 3. α1 represents the geographic azimuth

corresponding to the ultrasonic array element U1, α2

FIGURE 2
Schematic diagram of multi-array ultrasonic scanning principle.

FIGURE 3
Schematic diagram of horizontal section scanning.
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represents the geographic azimuth corresponding to the

ultrasonic array element U2, and α3 represents the geographic

azimuth corresponding to the ultrasonic array element U3. The

geographic azimuth is the included angle between the location of

the ultrasonic array element and the geographic north pole.

Points D1, D2 and D3 are all located on the circumference of

the borehole. According to the circular equation, it can be

concluded that:

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
(x1 − x′)2 + (y1 − y′)2 � (D/2)2(x2 − x′)2 + (y2 − y′)2 � (D/2)2(x3 − x′)2 + (y3 − y′)2 � (D/2)2

(3)

Through simultaneous Eqs 2, 3, the center coordinates (x ’,

y’) of the borehole and the distance |O ’| of the probe from the

borehole center can be solved. The expression is:

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
x′ � v − (u − v)pk2/(k1 − k2)
y′ � (u − v)/(k1 − k2)∣∣∣∣OO′∣∣∣∣ � �������

x′2 + y′2
√ (4)

The corresponding variable expression is:

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
u � (x2

1 − x2
2 + y2

1 − y2
2)/(2x1 − 2x2)

v � (x2
1 − x2

3 + y2
1 − y2

3)/(2x1 − 2x3)
k1 � (y1 − y2)/(x1 − x2)
k2 � (y1 − y3)/(x1 − x3)

(5)

The assumption of the horizontal profile scanning model is

that the borehole is a standard circle, while the actual borehole

wall is not a cylindrical surface in the strict sense, accompanied

by local defects, such as borehole necking, local hole collapse,

local hole expansion, local skew and so on. Therefore, during data

analysis, it is necessary to search the standard circle of the data or

tabulate the standard area, and the casing remaining in the

borehole can be used as the calibration circle of the horizontal

profile scanning model. Thus, the position of multi-array

ultrasonic scanning probe in the borehole can be effectively

determined, and the transmission SPPED of sound wave in

the borehole can also be obtained. Its expression is:

SPEED � 2(Ds − 2r)
t1 + t2

(6)

Where DS is the diameter of the calibration circle, t1 is the arrival

time of the first wave of the echo received by the ultrasonic array

element U1, t2 is the arrival time of the first wave of the echo

received by the ultrasonic array element U2, and R is the radius of

the multi-array element ultrasonic scanning probe.

Reconstruction of horizontal profile of
borehole

The contour reconstruction of the borehole can be realized

independently through n multivariate scanning data H(n)|h,i,j.

However, since the multi-array ultrasonic scanning probe is easy

to deviate from the central position of the borehole in the

borehole, or the borehole is subject to necking, local hole

collapse, local hole expansion, local skew and other

phenomena, at least some multivariate scanning data

H(n)|h,i,j are invalid or have large errors. In order to reduce

the interference of the data and improve the contour

reconstruction accuracy of the borehole, It is necessary to

make full use of multivariate scanning data H(n)|h,i,j to

realize the fusion and reconstruction of multivariate scanning

data. Assuming that the multi-element scanning fusion data of

horizontal section at depth h is Rh,i,j, its expression is:

Rh,i,j � ∑N
n�1

λn,h,jpH(n)|h,i,j ⎛⎝∑N
n�1

λn,h,j � 1⎞⎠ (7)

Where, λn,h,j is the composite weighting factor of the jth sampling

data of the nth array element ultrasonic probe at depth h, λn,h,j is

a non negative number, the maximum value of λn,h,j is 1, and the

minimum value of λn,h,j is 0. The value of λn,h,j depends on the

actual situation. Generally, the value of λn,h,j is 1/N. When the

data obtained by the array element ultrasonic probe is abnormal,

the smaller the corresponding λn,h,j value is, and when the data

signal obtained by the array element ultrasonic probe is strong,

the larger the corresponding λn,h,j value is.

Multivariate data fusion map combines the acoustic scanning

data of multi-array probe. It is necessary to normalize the

multivariate data fusion map to obtain the maximum value

MAX |Rh,i,j| and minimum value MIN |Rh,i,j| of each row

and column of the horizontal section, so that the value of

multivariate reconstructed data R̂h,i,j is within the range [

MIN |Rh,i,j| , MAX |Rh,i,j| ]. The multi-element reconstructed

data R̂h,i,j is processed in gray, and the bright region is used to

represent the contour region of the horizontal scanning section,

and the dark region is used to represent the propagation medium

region. After completing the reconstruction of each horizontal

section contour of the borehole, the whole hole stereo contour

image of the borehole can be formed by interpolating and fitting

the connected horizontal section data, and the mapping of multi-

array ultrasonic scanning data can be completed. The horizontal

profile reconstruction of a certain depth borehole is realized,

which provides a basic number for the in-situ stress measurement

method described in this paper.

In situ stress measurement method of
deep borehole

Based on the multi-array ultrasonic scanning technology, this

paper combines the fine profile of the horizontal section of the deep

borehole with the hole wall cavingmethod to realize the in-situ stress

measurement of the deep borehole and effectively improve the

accuracy and efficiency of the in-situ stress measurement.
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Basic principle of borehole in-situ stress
measurement

Because the deep rock mass structure usually has high in-situ

stress, and the depth of deep drilling is usually more than

1,000 m, the hole wall collapse is easy to occur in the deep

part of drilling due to the action of high ground stress (Liu et al.,

2010; Liu and Sun 2016; Wu et al., 2016). Borehole collapse refers

to the phenomenon that the rock on the hole wall breaks and falls

off under the action of high stress, as shown in Figure 4. Initially,

only the maximum principal stress direction on the cross section

of the borehole can be obtained. With the help of geophysical

logging, deformation and failure mechanism of deep rock mass

and laboratory test results, the stress can be estimated according

to the collapse shape elements and the cohesion and internal

friction angle of rock. The maximum horizontal principal stress

direction of hole wall caving method is more accurate, but the

calculation accuracy of stress value needs to be further improved.

When there is no collapse in the borehole, the relevant in-situ

stress information cannot be obtained. If the anisotropy or

heterogeneity of rock is prominent, it will also bring great

errors to the determination of ground stress value and

orientation.

Because the multi-element ultrasonic scanning technology

can not only measure the direction and width of borehole wall

collapse, but also measure the borehole wall collapse depth and

borehole shape, which can effectively reflect the collapse width

and depth of borehole collapse area. Therefore, in order to obtain

the width and depth of the borehole collapse area as shown in

Figure 4, this paper first uses the multi-element ultrasonic

scanning technology to scan the borehole horizontal section

profile in the collapse area to form the horizontal section

profile at a certain depth of the borehole, as shown in

Figure 5A. Then, by scanning multiple horizontal sections of

the borehole, the contour reconstruction of a specific area of the

borehole can be realized, as shown in Figure 5B. Finally, through

the extraction of contour feature points, the width and depth of

the collapse area are calculated as shown in Figure 5C, providing

data parameters for the methods described later. The specific

borehole contour acquisition is the content of Chapter 2.

Contour feature point extraction and data processing are

analyzed and stated in detail in this chapter.

The mechanism of hole wall collapse is the rock compression

shear failure caused by the stress concentration near the hole

wall. This phenomenon occurs at the position with the maximum

tangential stress, and the collapse direction is consistent with the

direction of the minimum horizontal principal stress. Before

drilling, the stress is in equilibrium. After drilling, the original

rock stress balance around the borehole is destroyed. In order to

maintain the balance, the stress on the borehole wall is

redistributed. For a circular hole in an infinite, uniform and

isotropic elastic thin plate, when it receives the maximum and

minimum horizontal principal stress, the stress distribution near

the hole wall can be solved according to Kirsch equation, and its

expression is:

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

σθ � σ1 + σ2

2
(1 + a2

r2
) − σ1 − σ2

2
(1 + 3a4

r4
) cos(2θ) − Δp a2

r2

σr � σ1 + σ2
2

(1 − a2

r2
) + σ1 − σ2

2
(1 − 4a2

r2
+ 3a4

r4
) cos(2θ) + −Δp a2

r2

σz � σ3 − 2](σ1 − σ2) cos(2θ)

τrθ � σ1 − σ2

2
(1 + 2a2

r2
− 3a4

r4
) sin(2θ)

(8)

Where: σθ , σr, σz, τrθ are the tangential, radial normal stress,

vertical stress and shear stress of the failure point respectively. σ1 ,

σ2 is the highest and lowest level principal stress of original rock

respectively. σ3 is the vertical stress of original rock. σ3 is the

radius of circular hole. R is the radial distance to the central axis. ]
is the Poisson’s ratio of rock; ΔP is the excess borehole fluid

pressure exceeding the rock pore pressure. θ is the included angle

in the initial σ1 counterclockwise direction. It can be seen from

the relation (8) that the maximum stress is the tangential stress,

and σθ acts in the directions of θ � 90+ and θ � 270+ along the

FIGURE 4
Borehole imaging of deep borehole wall collapse.
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arch line. When r = a, it is the stress state of the hole wall.

According to the relationship (8), the shear stress on the hole wall

is 0, which can be ignored. σθ is a function of σz angle θ. When

θ � 90+ or θ � 270+, σθ and σz take the maximum value, then the

relationship (8) becomes:

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
σr � Δp
σθ � 3σ1 − σ2 − Δp
σz � σ3 − 2](σ1 − σ2)

(9)

If ΔP becomes smaller, σr becomes smaller and σθ becomes

larger. If σθ exceeds the compressive stress of rock, the rock will

undergo shear failure, that is, hole wall collapse. Since the rock

failure of hole wall is generally shear failure, which obeys Mohr

strength criterion, the stress state of failure point meets the

following equation:

c0 � (1 + μ2)12[(σθ − σr
2

)2

+ τ2rθ]
1
2

− μ(σθ + σr
2

) (10)

Where: c0,μ is the bonding force and internal friction coefficient

of rock respectively. Therefore, as long as the borehole wall

collapse width θb and the borehole wall collapse depth rb is

measured, and determine the rock expressions of σθ , σr, τrθ into

Eq 8, then the values of σ1 and σ2 can be solved. The schematic

diagram of borehole collapse is shown in Figure 6. Borehole wall

collapse width θb corresponds to the opening angle of borehole

collapse. When the borehole collapse reaches the critical value M

point, θb the corresponding formula is:

θ � π − θb
2

(11)

Where: θ corresponds to the specific angle of point M. If the

borehole wall collapse width θb is known, θ corresponds to

the specific angle of point M can be solved according to Eq.

11. At this time, the tangential stress σθ at the critical point of

compressive stress concentration failure (the junction of

borehole collapse area and non collapse area) can be

obtained.

Experimental test and data processing

In order to verify the accuracy of multi-array ultrasonic

scanning technology to obtain the width and depth of hole

wall collapse, indoor physical simulation experiments were

carried out for data processing and analysis. The equipment

used in the physical simulation test experiment is the multi-

FIGURE 5
Schematic diagram for obtaining width and depth of borehole wall collapse area.

FIGURE 6
Schematic diagramof circumferential stress state of borehole
cross section.
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element ultrasonic scanning equipment independently

developed by Institute of Rock and Soil Mechanics, Chinese

Academy of Sciences. The physical diagram of the equipment

is shown in Figure 7A. The equipment has three ultrasonic

array element transducers, and the frequency of the ultrasonic

transducer is 1 MHz. The physical test object is the calibrated

borehole after rock processing. Two symmetrical circular

grooves are made in the standard circular borehole to

simulate the deformation state of the borehole under

external force. The diameter of the round hole of the test

model is 120mm, the depth rb is 63mm, and the collapse width

of the hole wall θb is 60°, rock bonding force c0= 8MPa,

internal friction coefficient μ = 0.5. The model image is shown

in Figure 7B.

The specific working steps of indoor physical test are as

follows: fill the borehole with purified water, lower the probe

into the borehole, and after the probe is lowered to the depth a

in the borehole, the integrated control box will supply power

and command control for the probe. The multi-array

ultrasonic probe starts to scan the borehole horizontally.

After receiving the rotation command from the control

system, multiple ultrasonic transducers rotate in a step-by-

step manner from the set orientation and rotate horizontally

in a clockwise direction at every fixed angle. After each

rotation to a fixed angle, multiple ultrasonic transmitting

transducers transmit pulse signals to the rock wall surface

for ultrasonic scanning of multiple rock wall scanning points.

Multiple ultrasonic receiving transducers receive the reflected

echo signal corresponding to the direction, and the

parameters such as multiple transmission signals, echo

signals, azimuth signals and control signals are transmitted

to the ground system through the transmission cable. Then,

the multi-element ultrasonic probe mechanically rotates a step

angle and continues the above process until the 360° scanning

of the whole horizontal section profile at the coverage depth A.

After completing the horizontal profile scanning of the

drilling profile at depth a, change the length of the

transmission cable, and the transmission cable moves the

probe upward to the depth of the test section B to realize

the horizontal profile scanning at drilling depth B. Then,

complete the full horizontal section contour scanning of

the borehole at the borehole depth C. Finally, through

computer data analysis and data processing, the contour

fine reconstruction of multiple depth horizontal sections of

borehole is realized. The schematic diagram of the test process

is shown in Figure 8A, and the borehole contour scanning

diagram of the horizontal section at depth B is shown in

Figure 8B.

According to the borehole horizontal profile scanning

model constructed in this paper, the data obtained by three

ultrasonic array elements are synthesized, and the three

scanned images of the same section are fused. The results

are shown in Figure 9A. On the circumferential scanning

image synthesized by multiple array elements, take the

position of the probe determined by the multiple array

metadata as the central origin, establish a plane rectangular

coordinate system, and add several sound beam search

scanning lines, as shown in Figure 9B, in which the

number is N and the included angle between the sound

beam search scanning lines is two Π/N. At depth B, the

first wave detection distance of ultrasonic sound beam

corresponding to the I sound beam search scanning line is

Lh,i. In calculating the acoustic wave transmission time

corresponding to Lh,i, the arrival time of the first wave is

calculated according to the characteristics of relatively large

energy of the first wave beam. In order to minimize the time of

FIGURE 7
Indoor physical test.
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real-time operation of searching the maximum energy

interval, the energy center convergence method is adopted.

Firstly, at depth B, the ultrasonic beam w corresponding to the

i beam search scan line is divided into four sub windows, the

energy of each sub window is calculated, and then two are

added and combined into three new sub windows. The sub

window corresponding to the one with the largest energy in

the new sub window is W ′, repeat the above iterative steps,

and after the iteration is terminated, further move the sub

window on the time axis to find a more accurate area with the

largest energy value. According to the principle of energy

center, the arrival time T of the first wave is:

FIGURE 8
Test process and scanned image.

FIGURE 9
Scanned data image.
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T �
∑N
i�1
Aiti

∑N
i�1
Ai

(12)

In the above formula, Ai is the amplitude at time ti in the

region with the maximum energy corresponding to the sound

beam search scan line. At the depth h, assuming that the optimal

scanning line is in the plane image coordinate system, the

number of pixels in the x-axis direction is MH and the

number of pixels in the y-axis direction is Nh, then according

to the corresponding relationship between the contour size

calibration value and the image scanning line, it can be

calculated that at the depth B, the length represented by the

horizontal distance of a pixel in the horizontal section scanning

image of the borehole is ξh and the length represented by the

longitudinal distance is ζh, The following relationship exists:

{ ξh � vhTh,i cos α/Mh

ζh � vhTh,i sin α/Nh
(13)

In the above formula, α represents the angle between the

image scanning line and the x-axis direction, and vh represents

the propagation speed of sound in the medium. After the contour

dimension calibration of the optimal scanning line is completed,

the contour dimension on the circumferential scanning image of

the borehole scanning section can be calculated back according to

the length value represented by the pixel points. The maximum

distance between the scanned image contour and the central O

point is Q, and the contour mutation points are m and N

respectively. The three feature points corresponding to the

other side of the image are Q′, M′, N′, as shown in

Figure 9C. Through calculation, a = 60.00mm, |OQ|=
62.99mm, |OQ′|= 62.98mm, ∠MON= 60.00°, ∠M′ON′=
60.00°, ∠MOQ= 30.00°, ∠M′OQ′= 60.00°.

Calculation results and analysis

The stress σ1 and σ2 corresponding to the physical test object

are 12.944 and 6.665 MPa respectively. According to the hole

wall collapse width and depth obtained by multi-array ultrasonic

scanning technology, combined with Eqs, 8–10. Calculate the

stress of point m and point Q respectively, and the stress of point

M is calculated as follows:

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

σθ1 � σ1 + σ2

2
(1 + 602

602
) − σ1 − σ2

2
(1 + 3 ×

604

604
) cos(2 × 60.00+) � 2σ1

σr1 � σ1 + σ2
2

(1 − 602

602
) + σ1 − σ2

2
(1 − 4 ×

602

602
+ 3 ×

604

604
) cos(2 × 60.00+) � 0

τrθ1 � σ1 − σ2

2
(1 + 2 ×

602

602
− 3 ×

604

604
) sin(2 × 60.00+) � 0

c0 � (1 + μ2)12[(σθ1 − σr1
2

)2

+ τ2rθ1]
1
2

− μ(σθ1 + σr1
2

)
(14)

The solution is, σ1= 12.944 MPa. Similarly, the stress at point

Q is calculated as follows:

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

σθ2 � σ1 + σ2
2

(1 + 602

62.992
) − σ1 − σ2

2
(1 + 3 ×

604

62.994
) cos(2 × 90.00+) � 2.688σ1 − 0.781σ2

σr2 � σ1 + σ2
2

(1 − 602

62.992
) + σ1 − σ2

2
(1 − 4 ×

602

62.992
+ 3 ×

604

62.994
) cos(2 × 90.00+) � 0.126σ1 − 0.033σ2

τrθ2 � σ1 − σ2
2

(1 + 2 ×
602

62.992
− 3 ×

604

62.994
) sin(2 × 90.00+) � 0

c0 � (1 + μ2)12[(σθ2 − σr2

2
)2

+ τ2rθ1]
1
2

− μ(σθ2 + σr2
2

)
(15)

The solution is, σ2= 6.665 MPa. Through comparison, it can

be seen that the results obtained by multi-element ultrasonic

scanning technology are basically consistent with the results of

in-situ stress calculation. This is mainly because the parameters

obtained by multi-element ultrasonic scanning technology are

close to the size of the physical model, and the size error is

0.01 mm, which has little impact on the results of in-situ stress

calculation. The calculation process of hole wall caving method is

simple, and the core parameters are the width and depth of hole

wall rock mass caving, that is, the real contour of the borehole.

The scanned contour images at depths A, B and C obtained by

this technology are reconstructed and extracted respectively. The

results are shown in Figure 10. It can be seen from Figure 10 that

the scanning contour images at depths A, B and C are basically

consistent. At the same time, comparing the scanning contour

images at depths A, B and C obtained by this technology with the

real physical model, it also has good consistency, which shows

that the method described in this paper can effectively obtain the

characteristics of hole wall collapse caused by high stress in

depth.

In terms of quantitative analysis, the collapse width and

depth of hole wall rock mass obtained at depths A, B and C are

compared with the physical model. The comparison results of

collapse width are shown in Figure 11A, and the comparison

results of collapse depth are shown in Figure 11B. As can be seen

from Figure 11A, the collapse width of boreholes at depths A, B

and C is basically the same as that of the physical model. This is

mainly because the equipment adopts high-resolution electronic

azimuth compass, combined with multivariate data correction,

and has high directional scanning characteristics, so that the

starting and ending positions of collapse width can be accurately

reflected. The consistency of multiple measurement results also

verifies the repeatability reliability of this technology. It can be

seen from Figure 11B that the borehole caving depth at depths A,

B and C is basically the same, and is consistent with the size of the

physical model, with occasional small deviation. This is mainly

due to the accidental error in the process of acoustic signal

acquisition. Combined with the multivariate data correction of

this technology, the measurement accuracy of caving depth can

be significantly improved, with an error of about 0.02%, which

has little impact on in-situ stress measurement. The multiple

measurement results of borehole collapse depth also verify the

correctness and repeatability of this method.
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The horizontal section contours at depths A, B and C are

interpolated and fitted to form a three-dimensional morphology

image of the model, as shown in Figure 12A. From the

Figure 12A, it can be seen that the characteristics of the

model are consistent with the actual physical model. In order

to verify the superiority of this method, the results of multi-array

element processing in this paper are compared with the results of

single array metadata. The results of single array metadata

formation are shown in Figure 12B. From Figure 12B, it can

be seen that the single array element scanning diagram can reflect

certain scanning area features, but the influence of multiple

echoes and interference waves is more prominent, so it is

difficult to extract effective echo signals, resulting in low

accuracy of each horizontal contour feature curve extracted, It

can not realize the fine reconstruction of contour features, which

verifies the superiority of multi-array ultrasonic scanning

technology and method in this paper.

In order to improve the accuracy and efficiency of deep in-

situ stress measurement, based on multiple full waveform

scanning signals obtained by multi-array element ultrasonic

scanning equipment, a deep borehole in-situ stress

measurement method based on multi-array element ultrasonic

scanning technology is proposed. The advantage of multi-

element ultrasonic scanning technology lies in the fine

FIGURE 10
Scanning contour at different depths. (A) Scan profile at depth A. (B) Scan profile at depth B. (C) Scan profile at depth C.

FIGURE 11
Comparison of collapse.
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reconstruction of the horizontal section contour of the hole wall,

which can realize the accurate measurement of the collapse width

and depth of the hole wall, so that the method is feasible and

accurate in theory. This technology also has some limitations.

If there is no fluid medium in the borehole, the attenuation of

ultrasonic signal in the air is very fast, and the ultrasonic

transducer is difficult to effectively collect the reflected echo

signal of the borehole wall. In addition, if the fluid medium in

the borehole is uneven, the acoustic propagation

characteristics of ultrasonic will also change, and the

technical results of this method may have deviation.

However, due to the use of multi-array signal, the number

of ultrasonic array elements can be appropriately increased or

data correction can be used to improve the accuracy of

measurement results. In general, in the deep in-situ stress

measurement, this technology uses geological drilling to scan

the contour of the hole wall at different depths, effectively

identify the collapse area of the hole wall, and estimate the in-

situ stress size and direction at different positions of the deep

formation in combination with the calculation method in this

paper. Because this method can quickly calculate the

horizontal in-situ stress of borehole rock mass at different

depths, through the contour scanning of different depths, it

can efficiently present the in-situ stress distribution of the

whole borehole, realize the three-dimensional visualization of

the in-situ stress distribution of the whole borehole, provide

effective data support for deep underground engineering, and

have a broad development space.

In addition, the key basis of this study is to assume that the

collapse width and depth are related to stress, which requires

accurate measurement of borehole deformation under

pressure. In fact, the borehole shape is usually irregular,

often accompanied by cracks, grains and other phenomena.

Therefore, it is necessary to identify and distinguish the

characteristics of borehole wall collapse caused by in-situ

stress, so as to determine whether the borehole deformation

is caused by stress. According to the mechanical mechanism

analysis of borehole collapse ellipse formation, we summarize

the characteristics of the collapse ellipse as follows: 1) The

cross section of the borehole has an obvious long axis

direction. The contour diameter of a small part of the area

is obviously larger than the borehole diameter, while the

contour diameter of most areas is close to or equal to the

borehole diameter. 2) The elliptical borehole section has a

certain length in depth. At different depths of the same

borehole, the caving hole section is sometimes short,

several meters or tens of meters, sometimes quite long, up

to tens of meters or even hundreds of meters, but its long axis

direction is basically unchanged. 3) For elliptical borehole

sections formed by fault fracture zones and high angle natural

fractures, because they are similar in shape on the well

diameter curve, it is difficult to distinguish the true from

the false. It is necessary to analyze them with the help of other

technical means to divide the hole sections and eliminate

them. In order to improve and solve this problem, relevant

research will be further carried out in the follow-up research

work to realize the collapse feature recognition under the

complex geological borehole environment.

Conclusion

The main conclusions are as follows: 1) This technology

can effectively overcome the influence of the transparency of

FIGURE 12
Comparison of three-dimensional reconstruction between this method and single array element method. (A) Three-dimensional morphology
image. (B) Single array metadata formation.
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the propagation medium in the borehole on the visualization

of the borehole wall compared with the conventional

technology. The horizontal profile scanning model of

borehole can quantitatively calculate and analyze the

collapse area caused by local in-situ stress; 2) The effective

fusion of multi-array ultrasonic full waveform scanning

signals and the reconstruction of horizontal section contour

are adopted, which can break through the limitations of the

conventional in hole probe that needs to be placed in the

middle and the sound velocity calibration of the medium in

the borehole, and improve the fine reconstruction and

accurate measurement of 360° wall shape; 3) The multi-

array element ultrasonic scanning technology can obtain

the borehole shape data at any depth, which can realize the

measurement of borehole wall three-dimensional shape. It has

the feasibility of theory, method and technology in the

borehole wall caving in-situ stress measurement, which can

provide a new technical means for the three-dimensional

detection of the borehole wall and in-situ stress measurement.
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